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Abstract. The notion of observational equivalence in ilner’s CCS can be viewed as a limit of 
finite approximations of P = Q. This limit is however not uniform and is thus perhaps not the 
intended one. These problems were solved by Park’s introduction of the notion of bisimulations. 
Since the concept of the largest bisimulation is not formulated as a limit, the uniformity ‘missing’ 
in Milner’s observational equivalence is only implicit. In the following note we use proof objects 
to formulate P = Q explicitly as a uniform limit of finite approximation:., which gives an intensional 
characterization of the largest bisimulation. 
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Fig. 1. 
. Let P and be agents. 
P=oQ 
P= ,, bl Q iff for all a E Act 
if X E [P, a], then there is a YE [Q, a] such that X =” Y 
and 
if YE[ a], then there is an X E [P, a] such that X =” Y. 
ow it is natural to think of the =If -relations as approximating a limit =O. Just 
eaE observer 0 watching the finite approximations of the derivation 
trees of P and Q: the derivation trees of P and Q seem to be the same at every 
finite level n. ere is a natural uniformity implied in this intuition: 6’s reason for 
concluding that the derivation trees of P and Q are the same at level n + 1 gives 
also a reason for concluding that they are the same at level n and this reason is 
e ‘same” as that which 6 already has given for level n. This uniformity 
is lost if we define =w to be (7,_:, =“. To see magine a wor’ad of agents 
erforms no action, Pn+l in3 cldl 
e only aetidn a and beco is the agent that perfor 
n consider Fig. 1. Clearly, Ci<~ Pi = n xi<“+ 1 
reak up the uniformity and give 
‘The prob:cm involved in this example is solved 
ion’, defined as follows. 
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) satisfying clauses (i) and (ii). 
ere is a largest bisimu~~tio~ a. 
e largest fixed point of F and is given by U { 9 1% s F( 92)). 
is a monotone operator on a complete latti = is simply given as a special 
case of the general construction of largest fixe oints for monotone operators on 
complete lattices in the standar i theorem. (See [6]). 0 
Now Ci<o fl 2Ci<o+* & does not hold since if it did, then there must be some 
P,, such that PW = P,, which is clearly not possible. The construction of the largest 
bisinulation given in Proposition 1 is extensional in nature and the uniformity is 
only implicitly given here, so one may wonder if it is perhaps possible to describe 
the uniformity involved in a more direct manner and in doing so to give an intensional 
characterization of the largest bisimulation. 
Let us imagine an observer 8 that is not satisfied with just seeing that P = n Q, 
but also carefully writes down his reasons for concluding P = n Q so that he is able 
to compare his reasons for concluding P =n+l Q with his reasons for concluding 
P =” Q in an exact and explicit manner. 0 will then be in a position to explain the 
uniformity involved in the following way: Let {Ai}i<, be a family of classes- 
intuitively, relations over a universe U. To each Ai there is associated a function 
Hi : Ai + 2Ri where Xi is a class with an equivalence relation Ei on it. Intuitively, 
Ri is a class of proofs-‘ reasons’-why-and &g means that f gives the ‘same’ 
reason-why as g in Ri. If Q E Ai, then (a) is the class of reasons why a E Ai. NOW 
assume that {Ai}i<, is a chain of XhlZltiOIlS, that is, Hi+ 1 (Q) C Hi(Q)- 9‘ ITlay 
then say that the uniform limit of { that he is intensionally looking for is given 
bY 
{a 1 there is a family { hi}i<, such that, for all i < w, 
hi E H,(a) and hi+, Eihi}. 
0’s intuition is simply this: not that there is, for every i < o, a reason why a E. Ai, 
but that there is in some sense a reason why, for all i < w, we have a E 
is this reason which 0 can only report finite ap rox~mations of, 
unity of by comparing these approximations. 
First we define the notion of a proof of type I P9 
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Now we define what it means for a proof 
. (1) M proves P=*Q- 
proves P=n+l Q iflE 
(f((X, a)), a) E [Ql and @WC 4) proves X =n f(W, a)) and, for all (Y, 6) E [Ql, 
(g((Y,b)),bk[P] and q(W, b,) proves Y=.d(Y, b)). 
Note that if M proves P =n+l Q, then 
trivial induction on n. 
also proves P =n Q. This follows by a 
Next we define what it means for two proofs M, , Ad2 of type (P, Q) to be n-equal. 
nition. (1) MI soM2. 
(2) M ?I+1 ltpz iff W = Kfi, @A (a v W, MZ = K/i, @d, (g2, W) whewf’i = 
fi,g1=g2an~,forall(X,~)~[P],~1((~,a))~,,~2((X,a!))and,forall(Y,b)~[Q], 
%(( Y b)) = n %(( Y, b)). 
So, finally, we may define what it means for a family of proofs to prove that P 
is equal to Q. 
nition. { Mi)i,, proves P=cJ Q iff, for all i<~, Mi proves P=i Q and Mi+lEi 
Mi. We say that Pzc Q holds iff there is a family of proofs proving this fact. 
= c is an equivalence relation. 
- (i) (reflexivity): Let idp : [P] + 9 be given by idp( (X, a)) = X. By recursion 
on n we define I( P, n) for an agent P: 
I(P,O)=( ), 
I(P, n + 1) = ((id,, Cp), (id,+ F)) where @((X, a)) = V((X, a)) = I(X, n)= 
Clearly, U(P, n)I,+ is a family of proofs of type (P, P) proving P =. P. 
etry): Assume P= <,Q. Then we have a family { Mi}i<w realizing this 
ct. Let ( )‘= ( ) and ((f, @); (g, lu))‘= ((g, V), (J @)). Then {Mi}i<, proves Q =c 
SO we have families M = { Mi}i<“, 
oving these facts. Since Ni, we have functions 
such that (J, gJ is common to Mi 
l”i t0 Ni for f > 0. 
N, 0) = ( ). Let J2J,((X, a)) = 
W, where 
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is makes sense since { 
)), a))),<, proves f;( 
roves X = i fi( (X, a)) by definiti 
*((X, a))=i @:+i((X, a)). Si ilarly, for the other ~a:&. 
So we have to prove: 
( ) a T( N, n) is a proof of type ( 
w T(M, N, n+I)=, T( N n)* 
Proof: by induction on n. 
(a) (n = 0): T( M, N, 0) = ( ) which, by definition, is a proof of type (P, R, 0). 
( n=m+l):fzf;:[P]+P, g,gz:[R]+P. @({X,r)‘=T(...,m) which, by I 
(induction hypothesis), is a proof of type (X, f2f,((X, a)), m). Similarly for the 
other case. 
(b) (n = 0): T( N, N, 0) = ( ) which, by definition, proves P =0 R. 
( n = m+ 1): T(M, N, m+l) = ((f2fi, @), (g,g,, !P)). If (X, Q)E [PI, then, clearly, 
(fzh((X a)), 4 E l-RI- Similarly for g,g;?- 
@((X9 Q)) = T({@:+,((X, aHLw9 {@f+t((fi((X. a!)Ii<m, m) 
which, by IH, proves X = m f2 f,((X, a)). Similarly for the other case. 
(c) (n=O): T(M, N, 1)~~ T(M, N,O) is true by definition. 
( n = m + 1): T(M, N, m +j) = ((fzfi, @m+j), (g&9 qrn+j)) (j= 1,2), SO the first 
condition holds. Now, 
@m+j((X Q)> = T({@,!+l((X, 4>L , {@~+l((f~((X, a)), a))Ii<w, 
m+(j-m)) (j=lA 
so, by II-4 @m+zUX 4kn @,+,((X, a)). Similarly for the other case. q 
osition 3. = u is a bisimulation. 
roof. Assume {Mi}ic, proves P=cO Q. If aEAct and x~[P,a], then 
{@i+l((x, a))li<w proves X =[, f((X, a)). To see this, note t 
@+,((X, er)) proves X =i f (( X, a)) and also that @i+z(( X, 
So there is a Y E [Q, a] such that X =( Y, namely f (( 
K2, al. cl 
If = is a bisi 
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Let FJ P, Q) choose a 
otherwise. Now we define i 
air of such functions if P= 
(P, Q, n) for P, 
have 8 as value 
(p,Q,O)=O, 
(P, Q, n + 1) = (CL @A (g, *,J 
P, Q) and RUX, a))= .fW, a)), d for W, 4 E [PI, 
g(( u, m 4 for ( k: b) E which makes sense since X = 
f((X, a)) and Y= g(( Y, 6)). So we have to prove: 
(a) (P, Q, n) is a proof of type (P, Q, 4; 
w (P, Q, n) proves P=,, Q; 
(d M(P, Q, n+O=, WP, Q, 4. 
Proof: By induction on n. 
(a) (n =0): M(P, 0) = ( ) which, by definition, is a proof of type (P, Q, 0). 
(n = m + 1): J g satisfies the first condition. If (X, a) E [PI, then @,,,((X, a)) = 
M(X, f ((X, a)), m) which, by IH, is a proof of type (X, f ((X, a)), m). Similarly for 
(v,b)dQl. 
(b) (n = 0): M( P, Q, 0) = ( ) which, by definition, proves P =. Q. 
(n= m+l): Now if (X,a)E[P], then (f((X,a)),a)E[Q] and similarly for 
( K b) E CQI- @dW, 4) = M(X,f((X, ah m) and thus, by IH, @,((X, a)) proves 
X =m f((X, a)). Similarly for P,,J( Y, b)). 
(c) (n =0): M(P, Q, 1)~~ M(P, Q,O) by definition. 
(n= m+l): 
WP, 0, m +2) = ((A @m+A (g, Fn+,)) 
and 
MU? Q, IN+ 1) = U.fi @,A (g, %A) 
ere (f, g) = F,(P, Q). 
(X,f!(X, a)), m + 0 
2nd 
??a(( ))- f(VC aN,W 
a ,,((X, a)). Similarly for PF,+l and P,,,. 171 
ng an intensional 
nner as a category 
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. We will think of a category as given by 
(i) a collection of objects %?; 
(ii) to each pair B of objects in %’ is associated a set HO ) with an 
equiva.lence relatiorl on it-intuitiv,’ t of objects ‘proving’ 
that (A, B) sstisf,es a certain relation and = N means that and N are essentially 
the same proof; 
of objects C in (;e a law of composition l : 3)x 
(A, C) such that 
(a) O*(Na M)=(O* N)* M, 
(a) ifM=N,then M*O=N*OandO* =O*N, 
(c) for each object A in %’ there is an object I E HOM(A, A) such that *I%+4 
and I*N=N for McHOM(A,B) and NEHO (C, A). I is called an identity 
object lfor A. 
So the difference between this and the usual definition is that = is not necessarily 
identity and that we have left out the usual condition of disjointness of HO 
This is natural since we think of the objects in HOM(A, B) as objects real .*ing or 
proving certain facts and it is not necessarily identity of presentations that “: the 
intended equality. These ‘proofs’ can also be partial objects, so HOM(A, b) n 
HOM(A’, B’) # p) must not mean A = A’ and B = B’. Just consider the two trees in 
Fig. 2. One can easily imagine one object (f, Qi) proving both A =1 A and B =l B: 
.f(b)=b, f(d=c, G(b) = G’(c) = ( ). 
A 
. . 
“\/” “\ii 
b \,a/ 
c B 
e 
a b 
b 
Fig. 2. 
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Assume { Mi}i<, E H 
) is a category. 
= is obviously an equivalence relation, so it remains to see that the composi- 
tion l satisfies the properties (a)-(c): 
(a): Let N={Ni)i<m and 0 = (Oi)i<i0- Since 
Oi * Ni) l Mi, we obvio yhaveO*(N*M)=(O=N)*M. 
(b): Assume = N. Then we have Ni* Oi, SO clearly M* 0~ N* 0. 
Similarly for Q 
(c): 3y assumption, we have for each A in %’ a family {Ii}i<o of 
such that {Ii}i<o E HQM(A, A). Given M E HOM(A, B) we have 
*I= Similarly, we have, for N E HOM( C, A), I . N = N. Cl 
Now using this terminology we can define suitable categories on 9: Given agents 
P, 0, 
1 M is a proof of type (P, Q) and M proves P =,, Q}. 
=i will be the equivalence relation between proofs already given above. 
proves P =n Q and N proves Q =,, R we compose these proofs as 
follows: 
l n+l = ((fNfM9 @n99 (gb&N, ‘1G”,9) 
where fNfM(V, 4) =fd(fbAW, ah 4) for (X, a9 E [PI, adbd(S cl) = 
gdkd5 d), ~99 for (5 ~9 E [RI and @n((X, a99 = @d(X a)) l n %v((f~UX 
1, v&Z C9) = %((Z, C)) ‘n ‘%&jtJ(Z, c)), C)) for (5 4 E 
n, en) is a categoy. 
2: category. I( P, 0) = ( ) functions as an identity 
NSOv @n9, (gogN*,, qn99 and (0-n N9 l n 
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Similarly for the g-functions. 
a)) and P,,((Z, c)) ca 
(b): Similarly to (a). 
ions are satisfied for t 
(c): Clearly, I(P, n) will work as an identity object. 0 
Now, clearly, the family {( 9, n3 l n)ln-cw is an approximation family of 
categories which have a limit (9, ) as described in Proposition 5. This limit 
will then be the uniform limit considered by the observer 0’. 
Hias generalized the construction discussed in this note to give a 
characterization of the largest fixed point of an arbitrary set-continuous class 
operator 1.1). 
This note is based on ideas used in work on non-wellfounded sets [2]. f am 
grateful to Peter Aczel for pointing out an error in an earlier version of 123. I am 
also very grateful to the referee for pointing out an error in an earlier version of 
the present note and for many helpful suggestions. 
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